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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is to present a
description and. an analysis of the lending policies and
operations of the commercial banks in Hong Kongo To quote
the responsipilities and the rationale underlying the
practices of the general manager of a prominent hank: The
banker's job in the credit field is to monitor, evaluate
and approve extention of credit in terms of quality and
risk, which provides for the challenge olf' innovative
practices particularly to the Hong Kong market. In the
case of the banker of a regional headquarter of an
international banking institution. in Hong Kong, it is also
to implement the credit policies for the branches of the
bank set by the senior officers in Hong Kong and in terms
of the General Guidelines set by the home office and to
2serve as a source and to channel information through which
matters related to credit functions are relayed.
Although commercial banking is well established
in Hong Kong, there are few written materials on this
subject. The few available books on commercial banking
tend to concentrate on the economic aspectso It is the
intention here to focus on the business aspects of banking.
Thus this thesis is an integration of a survey of principles
and techniques followed by the commercial banks in Hong Kong
in the performance of credit functions.
Research Methodology and Limitations
A survey on the general commonwealth banking
literature was first undertaken to provide the base for
the analysis e Banking laws and literature pertaining to
specific aspects of Hong Kong banking practices were
reviewed during the survey. A field survey was then conducted
which consisted mainly of personal interviews with the credit
personnel and/or the general managers of a sample of twelve
banks. Among the bank officers interviewed, three were
general managers, as the survey placed considerable emphasis
on the loan policy which was separate from the operational
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aspects in some banks.
Owing to the limitation of time, the field survey
covered only representative banks in the various categories,
and only the genera]- aspects of bank lending.
An Overview of the Suceeding Chapters
Commercial banks play a very important role in the
economy of Hong Kongo They hold the deposits of thousands
of persons and businesses. They also make possible the
financing of agriculture, commercial and industrial activities
of the country. Because of their importance in the economy
and of their quasi-public nature, banks are subject to
regulations by law. Thus, restrictions on bank lending are
presented as an introduction. This, together with a survey
on the various types of loans granted, forms the second
chapter.
As the restrictions placed by law and the various
bodies mentioned do not provide answers to many questions
regarding safe, sound and profitable lending, the banks have
to establish lending policies to guide the direction and the
use of funds. Chapter three deals with the loan policy of
the banks interviewed. The loan policy of commercial banks
4may be either written or unwritten. In smaller banks, the
loan policy is usually unwritten. This is due to their
limited resources and also because unwritten policy allows
flexibility. Chapter three is divided into two parts.
The first half of the chapter deals with the factors that
influence the banks' loan policies while the second half
concentrates on the loan policies themselves.
The fourth and fifth chapters are the cores of
the subject. In the fourth chapter, a lengthy description
of the lending procedures is given. Very few books on
commercial banking have touched on lending procedures. It
is to be noted that procedures vary from bank to bank.
Chapter four includes the information obtained
from interviews with the various officers of the banks that.
are involved in the lending process. This chapter also
includes credit investigation and sources of credit information,
investigation of property, branch lending, supervision of
loans, and renewal and cancellation of loans.
The fifth chapter concentrates on the evaluation of
loans. Again this chapter is divided into two halves. The
first part deals with the selection criteria which the lending
officers apply in judging the desirability of an individual
5loan request. The criteria which the lending officers
follows are listed in an order of priority. In practice,
of course, all are applied together. The later part of
the chapter deals with the analysis of financial statements.
In the analysis two methods are described: the evaluation
method and the ratio analysis method.
The sixth chapter includes comments on the lending
practices observed and a number of suggested recommendations
for improving these practices.
6CHAPTER 2
THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE CREDIT FUNCTIONS OF
COMMERCIALBANKS
Relations and Restrictions Which Define
the Boundaries of the Activity
The central business of commercial. banks is the
making of loans to customers. This function is not only
the most important service performed by commercial banks,
it is also their most profitable type of business. Banks
make use of the money provided by their depositors to grant
loans. In fact, they lend more than the amount of cash
possessed by them. However, the banks must at the same
time be ready to pay on demand a good share of their
liabilities. But bank lending is not free from any credit
risk. It involves some possibility of loss. Bank lending,
too, affects the economy of the country. It is because banks
hold deposits of many people which may be requested on demand
7they can withhold or make credit available to individuals
and businesses and they are closely involved with the
country's money supply. Therefore, bank lending must be
carried out in an environment that meets the wishes of
many interested parties.
The regulation on bank lending has as its major
objective the safety of the funds of the depositors o If a
bank carries on its business in a manner detrimental to- the
interests of its depositors and other creditors, or has
insufficient assets to cover its liabilities to the public,
the Governor may, on the recommendation of the Commissioner,
revoke any licence issued to such bank'
Banks themselves, too, have established their ow,rn
lending policies to insure safe and profitable lending
practices. Loan policies of banks will be dealt with in the
next chapter. At the present, regulations and restrictions
imposed by the various bodies will be discussed.
Loans on Bank ' s own Shares
Banks are prohibited from granting loans secured
1 Banking Ordinance o Part III. Section 9
8by their own shares. 1 The reason for this rule is obvious
since the practice is detrimental to the interest of the
public. If lending on this type of security was permitted,
it would be possible for owners of a bank to borrow the
equity from the bank. Such a bank would exist with no
capital whatsoever. In any case, it is had practice, and
is contrary to the public interest.
Loans to Directors'
Banks are prohibited from Pgranting unsecured loans
in excess of one per cent of the paid up capital and reserves
of the band, or HK 8250,000, whichever is less, in the
aggregate and outstanding at any one time to:
(i) any of its directors
(ii) any relative of any such director
This limitation is to prevent excessive unsecured
borrowings by the directors from their own bank and at the
same time to safeguard the depositors' interest.
To protect the funds of the depositors, all
1 Banking Ordinance, Part V. Section 22
2Same source as above. Part V. Section 24
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directors of the banks, too, shall be liable jointly or
severally to indemnify the bank against any loss arising
from the making of any unsecured loans to the directors or
individual or firm in which any of the directors has
connection or is a guarantor.
Loans to One Person, Firm, Etc'
Loans to any one person, firm, etc. should not
exceed twenty-five per cent of the paid up capital and
reserves of the bank, except to
(a) transactions between banks or between the
branches of a bank
(b) the purchase of telegraphic transfers
(c) the purchase of bills of exchange or documents
of title to goods where the holder of such
bills or documents is entitled to payment
outside the Colony for exports from the Colony or
(d) advances or loans made against telegraphic
transfers or against such bills or documents.
1 Banking Ordinance. Part V. Section 23
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Loans to Bank Officers or EmployeesI
The law limits unsecured loans to bank officers
or employees to a maximum of one year's salary for any one
officer or employee, at any one time.
Interest Rates on Loans
The minimum rate of interest for dollar advances
other than inter-bank loans is fixed at 7% per annum.
Note: The interest rates fixed fluctuate from
time to time (See Appendix A).
Statistics to be Furnished
For supervisory purposes, each bank is required to
submit to the Commissioner of Banking and the Chief Statistician,
once a month, a statement of the liabilities and assets of
its offices or branches in Hong Kong based on the preceding
month.
Banks also have to submit quarterly a statement
giving the analysis of the loans granted by their banking
offices and branches in Hong Kong. These statistical returns
1 Banking Ordinance, Part V, Section 25.
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enable the Commissioner of Banking to supervise and examine
bank activities. If it comes to the knowledge of the
Commissioner that a bank is carrying on a business detrimental
to the public interest, the Commissioner might request the
bank concerned to send in a statement showing the day to day
assets and liabilities of the bank for two successive weeks.
Percentage of Liquid Assets and Reserve
There is no legal limit on loans extended to any
one borrower. However, to protect the interests of the
depositors, each bank is legally bound to hold a minimum
amount of liquid assets. Each bank must maintain minimum
liquid assets equal to 25% of the total bank deposits, of
which 10% must be in cash. The purpose of this rule is to
maintain a safety margin to meet cash on demand and also to
restrict banks from granting excessive loans.
Recommendations to Banks
The Commissioner may make recommendations to the
banks on the policies to be followed by the banks in relation
to the making of loans. This includes classes of purposes
for which loan may or may not be made. The Commissioner is
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not allowed to discriminate among banks regarding the policies
to be followed in grantin loans.
Types of Loans
The types of loans normally available are the fixed
loan, the instalment loan and the overdraft v
A fixed loan calls for the repayment of the entire
principal on one final maturity date. Interest ' payments ,
however, might be due at various intervals, usually once a
month, or when the loan matures. All fixed loans are secured.
An instalment loan is one which requires periodic
payments of principal of equal amounts, usually once a month.
Interest payments are made once a month and the interest
charged is on a declining basis, i. e. if the loan is $10,000
at an interest rate of 10%, and if it is being repaid at
$1,000 per month, on the second month, the interest charged
will be 10% of $9,0O0 All instalment loans are also secured.
Overdrafts granted to customers can either be
secured or unsecured (clean loan. The principal- could be re-
paid either by instalment or by lump sum at maturity. Interest
payments are due monthly and the interest charged is again on
a declining basis.
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Seasonal and working capital loans fall into one
of the abovementioned categories depending on their length
of maturity and mode of repayment.
14
CHAPTER 3
LOAN POLICY AND BANKERS' PREFERENCE AMONGTYPES OF LOAN
In the previous chapter, the restrictions on bank
lending placed by law and by supervisory and regulatory
authorities were delineated. These, however, do not
provide guarantees of safe, sound and profitable bank
lending. Questions concerning the types of loans to be
made, the maturity of loans, the loan limits, the estimation
of interest rates and the acceptable security to be pledged
are yet to be answered. These questions are answered
differently by each individual bank. Each bank must establish
a lending policy to guide and control the direction and use
of its funds. The general aspects of loan policy will be
discussed in this chapter. A study of the factors that will
influence a bank's loan policy will first be presented.
Factors that will Influence a Bank's Loan Policy
Lending is very important to the banks, and to the
15
community it serves, and, as such, the loan policy must be
worked out in the light of several factors:
(1) Stability of deposits
(2) Earning requirements
(3) Economic conditions
(4+) Competition from other financial institutions
Stability of Deposits: The types and stability of a bank's
deposits must be considered in formulating its loan policy.
Some deposits are more stable than others for example, time
deposits are more stable than demand deposits. Demand deposits
are those which may be withdrawn by the depositor or transferred
to someone else at any time without previous notice to the
bank, while time deposits are those that are deposited with
the bank for a certain period of time. In the later case,
notice of withdrawal must be made before deposits are withdrawn.
Thus, a bank with a high percentage of demand deposits will
have to be more passive in its lending policy. The fluctuation
of deposits also affects lending policy. Banks that are faced
with declining and erratic movements of deposits will have to
be conservative in their lending policy, while those with
increasing deposits would be able to lend more. This explains
why banks are so aggressive in their competition for more
16
deposits.
Time deposits1 for the whole of Hong Kong have been
fluctuating around the level of HK $7.5 billion since the
end of 1971, and show no signs of increase. Saving deposits
had increased from HK $6.1 billion at the end of 1971 to
HK $8 billion in November 1972, while demand deposits had
increased from HK $5.3 billion to HK $9.3 billion for the
same period. These figures reflected the maximization of
the utilization of funds by local and foreign investors and
speculators in the pursuit of a share of the boom in the
property and stock markets. Naturally the new orientation
of depositors affects the total lending profession to a
large extent.
An analysis of bank loans and advances showed that
total loans and advances increased from HK $11.8 billion2
at the end of 1971 to HK $15-3 billion in September 1972.
The major increases were observed in the inter-bank loans,
loans to stockbrokers and to professional and private
individuals for business and private purposes. The cause
1 Monthly Digest of Statistics, November 1972
2 Same source as above
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for the increased activity in such loans was directly related
to the boons in the stock market. In particular, that in the
inter-bank loans was also accompanied by the heightening
inter-bank lending rates, Whenever a new stock issue is
offered to the public, funds amounting from several to more
than a hundred times of subscription (in th.e order of
HK $1 billion for each issue) were drawn from all. other
banks and were credited to the bank handling the issue. -
In turn, this bank lent to all other banks for a period of
about ten days until the potential shareholders were chosen
by drawing lots and the remaining funds were returned to
those who were rejected. In the past, this big swing in
the bank funds resulting in increased inter-bank lending
activities was only observable during the Chinese New Year
period, i.e. January - February of each year, when most
businessmen. needed money to clear their debts n.d for the
traditional celebration spendings.
Earnings Requirements: Since earnings are necessary for
the successful operation of a bank, this factor must also
be considered when formulating loan policyo Banks wishing
to earn a larger profit would adopt a more aggressive lending
18
policy. Aggressive lending, however, does not mean that
the loan policy must take undue risks. Banks have to be
prudent in their lending. An American banker stated that
the earning requirements at home were in the region of
1 to 2 per cent on total assets, whereas in Hong Kong 3 to
4 per cent was achievable because of Hong Kong's laissez-
faire policy and lower operating costs.
Economic Conditions: The economic conditions of the country
are important in determining a bank's loan policy. Hong Kong
has a stable economy and this is conducive to liberal lending.
Bank loans in all banks show a consistent upward trend, more
so recently as a result of the normalization of relations
with the People's Republic of China and the announcement of
the construction of the Tube System.
Competition from other Financial Institutions: The competitive
position for loans also influences a bank is loan policy.
Banks which face strong competition in certain types of loans
made by other institutions may not wish to enter such fields o
The reasons may be that the interest and terms offered by
the other institutions are more liberal or it may be that
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the type of loan is least profitable and entails more risko
Smaller banks, for example, will not engage in housing loans
to borrowers. The reasons are that housing loans are on a
long-term basis and this involves greater risko Coupled wits
this, some customers request loans to pay for their down-
payment. Such loan, if granted, will not be pledged by a
title of deed because the house is still under construction.
From a security viewpoint, this is not at all favourable,
Such loans are usually undertaken by finance companies.
Among the interviewees, one banker stated that his
institution concentrated on import-export financing and on
providing foreign exchange facilities, partly owing to their
tradition and expertise in these fields, and partly due to
their lack of competitive strength in other fields. Another
stated that his bank is essentially a wholesale bank with
only nominal retail activities for supporting purposes.
LOAN POLICY
All banks have lending policies to guide them in
their lending activities. The loan policies may be written
or otherwise. Most smaller banks have unwritten loan policies.
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The advantage of an unwritten loan policy is that it is not
subjected to inflexibility and rigidity. The items that
are included in the loan policy of most banks are:
(a) Types of Loans
Banks in Hong Kong in general grant loans 1 most
heavily to:
(1 } the import, export and wholesale trade
(HK $4.5 billion)
(2) professional and private individuals for
business and private purposes ($3.4 billion)
(3) the transport industry ($1.5 billion)
(4) the building and construction industry
($0.9 billion)
(5) the textiles industry ($0.7 billion)
(6) stockbrokers ($0.6 billion)
(7) the garments industry ($O.4 billion) and
(8) the electronics industry ($0.3 billion)
Sub-items (2) and (6) are classified as advances,
while the rest are mainly seasonal and working capital loans.
1Amounts in brackets were those outstanding
as of September 1972.
Reference: Monthly Digest of Statistics, November 1972
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Banks also make loans to one another. Inter-bank
loans are usually made to settle clearing accounts at the
Clearing House. Such loans are therefore made on an
overnight basis, i.e. repayment has to be made the next
day. There is no limit to inter-bank- loans.
Some bankers stated that they granted loans to
finance companies except when the bank has its own subsidiary
finance company. Then only loans made by the subsidiary are
entertained.
(b) Maturity
The maturity of the loan portfolio of a bank will
affect its liquidity as well as its risk exposure, Some
banks grant only advances to their customers, and thus, by
the nature of the advances, concentrate on short-term lending.
Unsecured advances are limited to six months for some banks.
At the end of the sixth month, the unsecured advances are
reviewed and if the bank is convinced that the customer's
credit standing has not deteriorated and the repayment can
be met, the advances could be renewed. The maximum length
of secured advances is one year,, At maturity date, the
advances are reviewed and if conditions appear favourable,
then the advances are renewable o
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For Housing Loans, the maturity granted is a
maximum of 15 years.
(c) Bad debts:
Any bank engaging in loans is faced to a certain
extent with collection problems. No matter how sound the
loan policy is, there are still many unforeseen factors
which can cause a collection problem. Collection procedures
vary from one bank to another. Most banks are not particularly
interested in taking legal recourse against customers, even
though the bank may be justified in the action. The reasons
are that such action is an expensive process and that ill
feeling is created. For these reasons, the bank will press
for repayment rather than resort to court action.
In the case of legal recourse, the bank, after
obtaining judgement from the court, could either write off
the slow paying account as a bad debt or obtain a bankruptcy
proceeding against the customer.
Several bankers revealed that their delinquent
accounts were well below 1% of total loans. When such an
event was encountered, the policy was that the account was
reappraised by the same person or persons who granted the
loan, instead of leaving it to another officer.
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(d) Security
To reduce risk, facilitate lending and maintain
standardization, the loan policy of all banks usually include
the types of security to be considered as acceptable. The
types of security accepted by the banks are landed property,
stocks and shares, life policies, goods and even fixed
deposits. The latter are only pledged as security for
overdrafts. -
Landed property includes buildings, estates or
vacant land. The reason why landed property is acceptable
is that over a peridd of years or even months, it tends to
increase in value.
The types of shares accepted by the banks are
publicly quoted shares. The advantages of using shares as
security are that few formalities need to be observed when
taking shares as security. Thus, there is no complicated
investigation of title as there is when land is mortgaged
to the bank. Furthermore the shares can easily be liquidated
if the customer is unable to repay his loans.
Bank loans secured by shares are not made and then
forgotten until the maturity date. Periodic investigations
are made to ascertain their marketability and their market
price. This is another reason why only publicly quoted shares
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are considered as acceptable. The publicly quoted shares
are listed on the stock exchange and are quoted daily.
Life insurance policies satisfy two important pre-
requisites of a good security, namely, easy realizability
and stability in value.
The lending of money against the security of
goods is normally made for the financing of foreign trade -
imports and exports. In such a case, the goods of the
borrower are kept in the banks' godown and the borrower
wishing to withdraw the goods must obtain a delivery order
from the bank. An officer from a recently established
foreign bank stated that they did not accept goods as
security as they did not possess storage facilities.
Several others complained that the cost of the storage spaces
were so high that this kind of loan was hardly profitable.
Bank advances against the security of fixed deposits
are considered by the banks as 100% safe. In such a case,
the banks can grant advances equal to the value of fixed
deposits.
The security held by a bank could be made by way
of legal mortgage, deposit of deeds or by debenture.
A legal mortgage is a conveyance of a legal interest
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in property as security for the repayment of a debt. From
the bank's viewpoint, this type of mortgage should be insisted
upon. The reason is that if the loan is not repaid, the bank,
as legal mortgagee, is in a position to sell the property or
collect the rents arising from it. These powers can be
excercised without any court proceedings.
Unlike the legal mortgage, a deposit of deeds puts
the bank in a less powerful position. To sell the property
or to collect rents, the bank needs the assistance of the
court.
A debenture is an instrument executed by a company
in favour of a bank. This instrument gives a specific
charge on the company's fixed assets (called fixed charge)
and also a floating charge on the rest of its undertaking.
A charge gives the bank certain rights over the property.
Thus a fixed charge would include a charge on fixed assets
as agreed by the bank and the customer. A floating charge
will include all other assets of the company, movable or
immovable, present and future, including goodwill.
Most banks also grant loans guaranteed by a




The banks do not make a loan equal to the value of
the security. In the past, the amounts granted according
to types of security were:
Property ................ 60 - 70% of market value
Shares (Blue Chips) ..... 50% of market value
In cases where the assets securing a loan
deteriorates, the lending officer will recall certain
percentage of the amount loaned. For example, if the market
value of the security is $100,000.00, then the maximum amount
the bank will lend is $50,000.00. However, if after a certain
time it is found that the shares have been devalued to
$80,000.00, then the bank will only lend $40,000.00. In this
case, the bank will recall an amount of $10,000.00.
Conditions for Unsecured (Clean) Loans
The banks seldom grant unsecured loans. A loan of
this type is based upon the integrity of the borrower, upon
his past record of repayment and upon the size of the
borrower's financial strength. The borrower must therefore
be of good financial standing and reputation. The amount




The interest rate charged to the customers depends
on the degree of risk, the cost involved in making the loan,
the account relationship of the borrower and the customer-
banker relationship, the size of the borrower and of loan,
competition and the maturity of loans. These factors are
so variable that the rates applied to all borrowers are
different. However, for secured loans it is normally between
8% and 11%, while for unsecured loans it is slightly higher.
The interest charged for advances and instalment
loans is on a declining basis.
An interviewee from a large locally incorporated
bank, however, stated that his institution' s primary
objective is to help promote the healthy growth of the
Hong Kong economy. Unlike most other banks, it charged rates
as reasonable as possible for loans of varying sizes, and
to large and small borrowers alike.
Limitation on Lending Authority
Banks also include in their loan policies the loan
authority of its branch lending officers. Branch lending
officers are allowed to lend up to a maximum amount fixed
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by the Head Office. The lending limit of the branches
depends on their business locality and sales volume. A
small foreign bank with only a few branches, however,
centered all lending authority at the head office. On the
other hand, a medium-sized local bank allowed the branch
offices to lend up to HK $50,000 with security and up to
HK $5,000 for clean loans.
A top executive from an aggressive foreign bank
said that their head office in Hong Kong could approve loans
at levels high enough to compete with any of the largest
locally incorporated banks. Such a move was meant to
decentralize effectively the lending operations and to
enable efficient and time-saving decisions to be made locally
at the large financial market. He also revealed that for
his institution, as long as there was a demand from credit-
worthy borrowers, there was no problem in the supply of
funds. The policy of this bank reflected that the banking
industry in Hong Kong was still in the bonanza stage, and
its profitability higher. than almost everywhere else in the
world. On the other hand, it emphasized the limitations
faced by banks that were locally incorporated and had no




This chapter attempts to describe the various
steps taken by the banks before the loan is finally
approved and granted. In the later part of this chapter,
the supervision of loans and also renewal, cancellation
and branch lending will be briefly discussed.
The lending officer in smaller banks performs
the lending function along with other activities. As these
banks do not normally have a separate credit department, the
loan officer is responsible for securing necessary credit
information and for maintaining his own credit files. He
also receives applications for accomodation, interviews the
applicants and decides whether or not to grant the loan
requested. His job also entails the evaluation of financial
statements and the valuation and inspection of security.
On the other hand, a medium-sized locally
incorporated bank reported that they perform the procedure
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of evaluation by a committee of three persons.: the credit
manager, the internal auditor and the lending officer in
direct contact with the borrower. A large foreign bank also
disclosed that they always insist on a consortium of credit
judgements. Besides the account officer (i.e. the lending
officer), two other top personnel of the branch or sometimes
even the general manager of the head officer were involved
in the decision-making process. They had proved that,
though the costs were higher, the percentage of delinquent
or slow accounts was much reduced. Thus their shareholders'
and depositors' interests were well protected.
In the lending procedure, the lending officer or
the committee plays an important role. However, the
securities department, the solicitor, the accountant and
other departments of the bank are also involved.
A set of loan application and officers' approval
forms are shown in Exhibit I.
Application for a Loan
In applying for a loan, the customer may either
write to the bank or obtain an interview with the loan
officer. The latter is usually the case and is also
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Exhibit I
APPLICATIOH FOR BAHEING FACILITIES
Date
Nane of Borrower Type of Business:.
Business Address
Tel. No.
Type of Organization:Proprietorship/Partnership/Limited Company
Usual Tyne of Goods
Introduced by
_Recommended by:
Remarks: Temporary 0/P up to HK$5, 000.- (if O.k., officer must sign
Account opened (yes/no average balance.
FACILITIES APPLIDD FOR
Collateral







R E C O H M E N D A T I O N
Expiry of Lone







INFORMATION RELATING TO APPLICANT
HISTORY / BACKGROUND/ PROGRESS
MANAGEMENT:
BALANCESHEET DATED: _FINANCIAL INFORMATION :



















o/O/ 0ONET PROFIT MARGIN
%CCOUNTRELATIONSHIP :
AT THIS BANK :




CURRENT FACILITIES EXTENDED SINCE
EXPERIENCECOLLIATERLLAMOUNTTYPE
TOTf1L :
GRIND TOTAL ( including new facilities )
AT OTHERBidNK : -
EXPERIENCEOLLATERALAMOUNTTYPENAME
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Mr. X (Credit Manairer )
Mr. Y ( Internal Auditor)
Mr. Z (Lending Officer)
REMARKS:
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preferred by the banks. Nevertheless, there are cases
where the applicants are not interviewed at all by the
loan officer, and yet the loan is granted. This may seem
ridiculous, but the reason given is that some banks place
emphasis on security and once the loan is secured., the
lending officer is prepared to grant the loan, on grounds
that it is safe for the bank. In this case, the bank
contacts the customer either by phone or post.
As mentioned before, the customer usually obtains
an interview with the lending officer. The banks too
prefers this approach., as the interview proves to be a
major source of credit information. It is here that the
lending officer discovers the purpose of the. loan and the
applicants' plan for repayment. From the interview the
lending officer can get some idea of an applicant's honesty
and ability and in the case of security, whether the
unsecured loan requested could be granted. Also, during
the interview interest rates and other charges that might
be involved are discussed. Information about the business,
its earning capacity, type of product sold or services




The next step involves the credit investigation
made by the banks. In some banks, credit investigation is
done by the loan officer or the Business Relations Officer.
The extent of credit investigation will vary depending upon
such factors as the size of the loan, the security offered
and previous relations with the customer. Unsecured loans
are usually subjected to more thorough investigation than
secured ones. However, there is no definite procedure that
must be followed because each customer may have peculiar
circumstances that should be investigated more thoroughly
than others.
In the investigation of a loan application, the
bank seeks to know the character, ability to create income,
thus the capacity to repay and the ownership of assets.
For a business loan, information about the antecedent history
of the business, the date of inception, the nature and
operation of the business, i.e. the type of products handled
or produced and the type of services rendered, the unusual
hazards in the business and the financial conditions are
worth searching. For personal loans, the banks would like
to know the ability as well as the inclination to pay, the
income and employment record of the applicant and the
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and the financial responsibilities of the applicant, i.e.
the cost of supporting his family and any other indebtednesso
Sources of Credit Information
The sources of credit information are the interview
with the customer, the bank's credit files, financial
statements, trade checking, credit reports from other banks
and other sources. -
Interview: As already mentioned, the interview
is a major source of credit information. The lending officer
in the course of the initial interview tries to obtain all
the information necessary to enable him to decide on whether
the proposal merits support. At the interview, the lending
officer expects the customer to give a frank and detailed
discussion of his requirements and prospects. From the
interview too, the extent of credit investigation may be
ascertained.
The Bank's Credit Files: The credit file of a
customer consists of his loan application form, the previous
financial statements and related correspondence. It,
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therefore, contains information on past borrowing, payment
of previous loans and the deposit balance of the customer.
If the credit record shows that in the past the customer has
been evasive and slow in repayment, then to grant a loan
would be risky. The credit file is useful only where the
applicant has previous relations with the bank.
Financial Statements: Only limited companies are
required to submit their financial statements for analysis.
The banks prefer that the financial statements be audited by
a qualified accountant. A copy of the statement form prepared
by the bank is shown in Exhibit II.
In the case of joint-financing of giant projects
such as the construction of the Cross Harbour Tunnel, the
financial statements of the companies undertaking the project
were reported to be analysed independently by each bank
instead of leaving the job to a specialized group. Thus
every creditor-bank had a clear picture of its own of the
soundness of its debtors' credit ratings. In passing, it
might be mentioned that the financing of such a project was
normally guaranteed by the UK Government, hence the risk


































































































As for a partnership or a sole proprietorship,
financial statements are not a necessity. The banks believe
that the accounts of such business organizations are usually
manipulated to escape heavy income taxes and thus do not
present a true picture. Also proprietorships and partnerships
differ from corporations in their legal relationships with the
creditors. An individual proprietor or partner is legally
obligated for the debts of his business as well as other
debts he may have contracted outside the business. Since he
may have assets separate and apart from his business, a
balance sheet is only part of his total financial picture.
In such a case, other sources of information, such as trade
checking prove to be more useful.
Trade Checking: In this form of credit information,
the Business Relations Officer of the Bank goes out and checks
with the supplier of the applicant and the people who are
engaged in the same trade on the applicant's character, his
payment habits and his credit standing. From the supplier,
the Business Relations Officer could gather information on
whether or not the applicant pays his bills promptly, whether
he takes all cash discounts, whether he has high or low credit
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standing, whether or not unjust claims are occasionally
made, and whether he is a satisfactory customer in general.
From the people who are engaged in the same trade, the
Business Relations Officer seeks information about the
applicant's business, his experience and background, the
buying and selling terms, distribution methods and the
unusual hazards that might occur in the business.
The Exchange of Credit Information AmongBanks:
Although banks are business competitors in the granting of
loans, they recognize their interdependence in making credit
judgements. This is to prevent unscrupulous customers. In
some banks, the applicant is asked to state the banks with
which he has dealings. The lending officer would then write
to the banks concerned for credit confidence. The banks may
provide information on how the applicant has paid his
obligations, whether he has any loans outstanding and his
deposit position in the bank.
Other Sources: Opinions expressed by friends
during business lunches or dinners. Information may also
be passed by word of mouth from one staff to another, such
as so and so was thought to be worth about so much, he was
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reputed to pay his bills promptly and, was highly regarded
by his associates.
A weary banker, however, pointed out that trade
checking and exchange of information between banks were not
terribly useful since their statements often carried
differing degrees of connotation, and what were not said
were most vital to the enquirer. Instead, a personal call
to acquainted bankers or business friends usually yielded
more reliable information.
Inspection of Property
The most common. types of security are publicly
quoted shares and landed property. When the bank is offered
a landed property as security, the first step undertaken by
the lending officer is to appraise the value of the property.
Because physical deterioration, obsolescence and the changing
character of the neighbourhood in which the house is located
can change the value of the security, the lending officer
has to ask himself these salient questions: Is the house
being kept in a good state of repair? Has the road been
taken over by the local authority? Is the character of the
neighbourhood rising or falling? Are transport facilities
good? Is the property a freehold or a leasehold? When did
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the property last changed hands and at what price?
The bank solicitor too plays his part in the
valuation of property. He might write to the Government
Land Office to enquire whether the government has made any
development plan for the area where the property is located,
whether there will be road widening or has the land been
designated for compulsory acquisition.
After the property has been inspected and the
value ascertained is satisfactory, the next step is to
decide whether to take a legal mortgage or a deposit of
deeds (also known as an equitable mortgage). As mentioned
in the preceding chapter, the bank usually would insist
upon a legal mortgage. The drawing up of the mortgage is
the responsibility of the solicitor. The draft is usually
prepared so as to confer every possible advantage upon the
bank and to deprive the customer of every conceivable
benefit which would otherwise be secured to him by law.
To protect the bank against excessive wear and tear on the
property, undue hazards and claims levied against the
property, the mortgage usually includes several covenants
which the customer has to fulfil. One of the common
covenants states that the customer will pay all taxes,
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assessment and other charges levied by the various levels
of government upon the property. The customer also has to
keep the property in a good state of repair. Also, the
customer must agree not to use the property or to permit
it to be used for any unlawful purpose. The customer will
also have to pay all premiums on insurance.
After the mortgage has been drawn, the customer
then signs the mortgage in the presence of witnesses.
The work of the security departments is to examine
whether the customer has a good title to the property. As
soon as the customer hands over the title deeds relating
to the property, the security department will examine the
deeds to ensure that the customer is the rightful and legal
owner of the property. The property might have changed
hands and as a result one finds a parcel of deeds. The
security department will have to check that the deeds
describe the property adequately and contain nothing to
throw any doubt on the title. In doing so, they examine
all documents in chronological order, together with the
recitals of those births, death and marriages which are
necessary to trace the devolution of the property to its
present owner. There must be a chain of deeds and this
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chain must not be broken. Having been satisfied that the
customer has a good title to the property, the deeds are
then kept by the security departments, together with
duplicate copies of the loan application form and the
mortgage.
Control
The final step before the loan is granted is to
ensure that all departments involved with the loan are
informed of such a loan. For control purpose, a check chit
is used to inform the Credit Departments of other branches
or of the head office, the Bills, Current Accounts and the
Letter of Credit Departments. When everything is in order,
the loan is granted.
Branch Lending
The lending procedure in the branches is rather
similar to that of the head office. In the branches, the
managers are usually the lending officers. They too have
to secure all the necessary information and maintain their
own credit files. The managers also complete the application
forms, inspect the property, evaluate the security as well as
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supervise the loans. The drafting of the mortgage, however,
has to be referred to the bank solicitor. The deeds are
examined and kept by the security department in the head
office.
After the application has been deemed favourable
by the branch manager, the manager would then submit the
loan application form together with related documents and
reports to the Manager of the Branch Department of the Head
Office for approval. In the head office, the Branch
Department Manager would consult the manager (Head Office)
before approving the loan.
Branch managers are not always allowed to grant
unsecured loans. They also have limited loan authority and
loan requests above the limit have to be referred to the
Head Office for approval. In any case, it is usual for the
customers requiring larger loans to approach directly, the
lending officer in the Head Office.
SUPERVISION OF LOANS
In the supervision of loans, the banks are most
interested in the preventive steps and precautionary measures
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that may be taken to keep a loan good. The measures and
steps that the banks may take are basically the same as
those that are employed in the process of credit analysis.
Few, if any, loans can be made and then forgotten. A good
loan is not only made properly, it should be maintained
properly.
The precautionary measures involve keeping in
contact with the borrower, checking with the trade and/or
with other creditors and a re-appraisal of security if the
loan is secured.
To what extent these will be carried out depends
upon the size, purpose, the risks that may be associated
with the loan and the security offered. The size of a loan
is obviously an important factor, since a large loan that
develops into a problem loan or loss will affect a bank to
a greater extent than one which is small. As for purpose,
loans that are employed for productive purposes or that are
self-liquidating will be more likely to be repaid and require
less supervision than those for a non-productive or a luxury
purpose
The type of security is also a factor that influences
the amount of supervision. Those securities that do not
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fluctuate appreciably in market price and that are readily
marketable require less supervision than those that are not
easily marketability and depreciates quickly.
Keeping in contact with the borrower may involve
a visit by the customer who comes to make his monthly interest
payment or it may be a visit to the customer. If the visit
reveals that the borrower is experiencing some financial
difficulties, the lending officer will take steps to correct
the situation before the loan reaches a problem stage.
Trade checking continues to be an important test
of the customer after the loan has been granted. Is the
customer continuing to take all discounts? Is he prompt in
his payments? If the borrower has earned a reputation of
being slow paying or whose business is deteriorating, then
the loan. may become questionable.
As already indicated, a security may decline quickly
in market price and marketability and it must therefore be
inspected at intervals. If the value declines rapidly, then
the loan may not be as well secured as once thought. When
inspecting the property the lending officer has again to
ask himself the salient questions. The market price of shares
may be ascertained by reference to the stock exchange, news
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in the newspapers and the stockbrokers.
The bank also checks the deposit account of the
customer during supervision of the loan. It can. tell by
the activity in the account the rather general progress of
the customer. A fluctuating deposit account indicates that
the customer has been repaying part of the overdraft and
this is a good sign. A stagnant account may mean that the
overdraft has not been repaid and the amount loaned is still
outstanding.
RENEWALAND CANCELLATION
In renewing a loan, a new loan application form
is used, while the old form is kept in the credit file for
reference purposes. A different check chit can be used
either for renewal or cancellation. Again the various
departments involved are to take note of either the renewal
or the cancellation and to supply further information if
required.
In the overall loan record book, if the loan is
cancelled, the word cancelled will be stamped across the
page containing the particulars of the loan. In the case of
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renewal, the word renewal is stamped across the page and






ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
In bank lending, the element of risk is inherent.
The risk arises from circumstances which make for the non-
payment of debts when due. Yet, bank lending must be
profitable and safe. In the process of lending, the banks
must therefore investigate those factors which give rise to
non-payment of debts. The various criteria used by the
lending officers when evaluating a loan and the analysis of
financial statements made by the banks are discussed in this
chapter.
SELECTION CRITERIA
The various selection criteria used by the banks in
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analysing a loan request are the deposit relationship of
the borrower, the credit rating of the borrower, the
security offered, the purpose of the loan, the terms of
repayment and the economic condition.
The deposit relationship--of the borrower:
The deposit relationship of the customer is an
important factor to be considered in the granting of an
overdraft to a customer. In a period where there is a rush
for loans or where there are tight credit conditions, the
bank places emphasis on the deposit relationship as a
qualification for loan accomodation. Closely related to
deposit relationship is the length of time the borrower
has been a customer of the bank. In the loan application
form, a question usually asked is, How long has the
applicant been a customer of the Bank? The banks are more
willing to lend to an established customer than to a new one.
If a business, especially a small firm, goes to another bank
to borrow, its loan application is likely to be scrutinized
with more than usual care.1 Has it been denied a loan by
its previous bank? Banks in tight money periods naturally
I Beckhart, B. H. , Business Loans of American Banks P. 303
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tend to favour old established customers.
Credit rating of the customer
The factors that are considered by the banks in
analysing the credit rating of the customer are character,
ability to pay and the ownership of assets.
The character is an important factor to be
considered in the evaluation of loans. The term character
embraces those qualities of an individual which make him
want or intend to pay when a debt is due. It includes
honesty, integrity, trustworthiness and the like. Although
character has no unit for measurement, the lending officer
can judge the willingness of the customer to pay his
obligation from past dealings and from other information at
his disposal. Customers who do not take the repayment of
obligations seriously are classed as bad. The customers
who come to the bank before a payment is due, admit that they
cannot meet the payment, and request a renewal or extension
are considered to possess a greater degree of credit character
than those who let the payment become past due and must be
called, visited. or sent a letter.
In analysing character, the lending officers look
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for a person's reputation, the position of trust which he
may have held in society, his business connections, his
family background and his style of living. In general,
those who have good reputations, holding responsible positions
of trust and who have excellent records of prompt payment
seldom deviate from their paying pattern while those who have
a history of non-payment seldom meet their repayment obligations.
Sometimes the banks even lend to customers whose
financial positions are not very strong but who are reputable.
Lending to chairmen of consultative committees, clan leaders
and others who hold important positions in society is for the
purpose of goodwill and also in the hope that these customers
will. in turn introduce their reputable friends to be customers
of the bank.
The ability of the customer to meet his payments
depends on his stock of wealth and his ability to create
income. Credit character is a desirable attribute, but there
must also be an ability to obtain funds to make repayments.
A very important factor that influences the creation of
business income is the level of management, i.e. the ability
of the management to utilize its resources in such a way that
a flow of income and profits is forthcoming. This factor is
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looked upon when analysing the credit rating of the customer.
The ownership of assets, less debts outstanding,
represents the financial worth and strength of the company.
This net worth figure is the key that governs the amount of
the loan the bank is willing to make. The financial worth
of a company will be dealt with later in this chapter.
Security to be Taken
The security pledged is a selection criterion of
next importance to the credit rating of the customer. This
criterion is intended to gauge the risk that the terms of
the loan contract will not be fulfilled by the customer and
the recourse available to the bank should the customer default v
The security is also an important consideration in
the evaluation of loan because it influences the amount of
lending.
Purpose of the Loan
The purpose must be one which is satisfactory
from the lending officer's viewpoint. A loan to a manufacturer
to enable him to buy raw materials or to a trader for the
purchase of additional stock may be deemed favourable. Loans
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that are made for a productive purpose or to finance some
expenditure that is considered by the customer to be a
necessity are of better purpose than those for a non-
productive or for a luxury purpose. Heavy seasonal purchases
are essential in many trades and the banks consider this a
good purpose and occasion for granting a loan. In this case,
the bank is providing the funds to a reliable customer
operating in a satisfactory market to meet a known demand.
Sound trading with a reasonable rate of turnover also merits
the support of the bank. However, some banks do not make it
a policy to provide capital for long-term requirements. A
customer who wishes to purchase fixed capital equipment cannot
expect the banks to finance the capital outlay and to rely
upon gradual repayment from profit over a long period. A
loan for the purpose of buying a house, a factory or a building
is unsuitable to such banks unless the customer is providing
a reasonable proportion of the total outlay and the prospect
of speedy repayment is good.
Borrowing to pay out dividends is an inexcusable
basis for a loan. It is also undesirable for the bank to
assist a customer engaged in an unduly speculative venture..
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Terms of Repayment
Liquidity is the essence of sound lending, hence,
the source of repayment has to be ascertained and approved.
The lending officers have to be satisfied that repayment can
be effected within a reasonable period from an undoubted
source. A short-term self-liquidating loan will be repaid
in the ordinary course of business, i.e. when the sales are
made and this source of repayment is approved by the bank.
The lending officer can also rely on the source of repayment
if they have confidence in the borrower to buy in the right
market and to produce goods which can readily be sold at a
satisfactory profit.
Other sources of payment may be against the
maturity of a life insurance policy in the near future, or a
company may borrow pending the floating of a fresh issue of
capital.
Repayment to be made from funds derived by the
customer from another lender is undesirable. As the economic
strength of the borrower deteriorates, the chances of
borrowing from another lender decrease.
The Economic Conditions
The economic conditions include all those factors
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that will affect the ability of the customer to repay his
obligations but that are beyond the control of the customer.
The economic conditions may be such as to render the granting
of a loan unwise. In granting a loan to a customer, the
lending officer therefore also considers the characteristics
of industry. Is there a change in demand for the product?
Is there a change in the price of the product? Are there any
technological changes? Smaller banks in Hong Kong tend to
regard the security to be pledged to be more important than
the purpose of the loan. Larger and especially foreign banks,
however, place purpose next to integrity of the borrower in
the order of importance.
ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEME!
As mentioned earlier, only limited companies are
required to submit their financial statements for evaluation..
To facilitate the procuring of information and standardization,
the customer is provided a financial statement form prepared
by the bank (See Exhibit II).
In the analysis of financial statements, two
methods are employed by the lending officers. One, the
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evaluation method, consists of an evaluation of the items
in the financial statements. An analysis is made of each
item appearing in the financial statements in an effort to
appraise its fair value. The second method is the ratio
analysis method which involves the comparison of items in
the financial statements that have a bearing on the financial
soundness and strength of the business.
The Evaluation Method
The object of this approach is to decide from a
rapid study of the figures whether the financial position
of the customer in relation to the purpose and extent of
borrowing is sufficiently healthy to warrant the bank's
support.
The net worth is an item on which the banks place
great value in granting the loan. In evaluating net worth,
the banks are concerned with the tangible net worth which
does not include such intangible asset as goodwill. The
intangible assets may be of little value in a liquidation.
When evaluating net worth, the loan officers
examine the separate items such as capital, reserves and the
profit and loss account. The profit and loss account built
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up from past earnings is itself an indication of prudent
management to finance future expansion.
Under fixed assets, the banks look at the
Investment in Subsidiaries and Associates to determine
the financial position, responsibilities and commitments
that may affect the debt-paying ability of the borrowing
firm.
Another item to ascertain is the extent to which
the customer has resorted to long-term borrowing. Long
term loans are usually secured and generally speaking, a
customer cannot expect the bank to lend without security
when he has already borrowed to a great extent elsewhere.
The lending officers also look at the net working
capital to ascertain the liquid position of the customer.
A deficiency of working capital is an obvious weakness and
it indicates that the customer is relying entirely upon
trade credit and short-term borrowing to finance the current
assets. Any undue demand might endanger the business. In
such a case, stocks might be sold at cut prices to find
cash to meet pressing creditors who can no longer wait. A
deficiency in working capital is therefore, in itself, a
complete bar to bank lending.
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The Ratio Analysis Method
In the analysis of the financial position of the
customer, the lending officers generally rely on three ratios.
They are the current ratio, the turnover ratio and the total
liabilities to tangible net worth ratio.
Current Ratio: For the loans that are short-term in nature
(except housing loans), the current ratio is an important
ratio employed by the lending officers. The banks use this
ratio because it looks to the repayment of funds from the
liquidation of current assets, and the current ratio reveals
the relationship which exists between current assets and
current liabilities. Generally a 2 to 1 current ratio is
acceptable by the bank.
The Turnover Ratio: When the banks are interested in granting
short-term self-liquidating loans, the turnover ratio is
heavily relied on. For the banks, the ratio is ascertained
by dividing sales by inventory. The ratio indicates the
prospects of the business and also tells something about the
quality of the inventory. A slow turnover may reflect a slow-
moving stock possibly suffering from obsolescence or too large
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an investment in stocks due to careless buying. The
unmovable stocks only increase storage and insurance costs.
On the other hand, rapid stock turnover indicates good
stock management, fresh stock and liquid assets. For a
slow turnover, the lending officers have to investigate
whether price decline and obsolescence are forthcoming.
Total Liabilities to Tangible Net Worth Ratio: The banks
place great emphasis and reliance on this ratio. The ratio
shows the amount of funds put up by the creditors and the
owners. It shows whether the business is depending largely
upon creditors' financing or whether its owners are
contributing a larger proportion of the total investment.
The banks do not look with favour if the debt is more than
50% of the net worth. If the ratio is greater, it would
mean that the creditors have as much funds invested in the
business as the owners have at risk. Rarely, however,
should total liabilities of a limited company exceed the
tangible net worth.
Many small local firms, especially those of a sole
proprietorship or partnership nature do not prepare
financial statements, let alone the audited ones. In such
cases, the lending officers have to depend mainly on the
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information pertinent to the selection criteria presented
in the early part of this chapter, and on the trade enquiries
and exchange of information in order to yield a fair picture
of the financial strength of the borrower. The loans granted
to these borrowers are thus necessarily of a more prudent




The smaller banks in Hong Kong have only proved
to be an important source of finance to small and moderate-
size businesses, the greater part of which has been
concentrated in the trading sector. This was because the
policy of these banks was to supply short-term self-
liquidating loans. However, an important objective of a
sound lending policy is to build up a high quality and well
diversified loan-portfolio. With high industrial activities
in Hong Kong, coupled with a stable economy, there should be
a more liberal response to the needs of the industrial sector.
The banks could grant long-term loans based on the projected
income flow of a customer, and if the budget shows that the
income flow does not appear to be assured, then the loan
could be declined. It is quite another matter for the banks
to do a great deal of long-term lending in short-term form
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by allowing repeated renewals. A long-term loan, if
planned in advance, may be made safe by a variety of
protective provisions. When a loan is granted on a short-
term basis, but with expectation of renewal, these
protective provisions are absent. Thus, unless the
conservative attitude of the banks is changed, the
industrial sector cannot expect to receive significant
financial assistance from the banks.
These banks were also conservative in placing
emphasis on security. In the selection criteria, security
was given a higher priority than the purpose of loan. The
main purpose of the banks requiring security was not with
the expectation of liquidating it, but rather to serve as
a way of disciplining the customer. Security does not
assure that the loan will be paid. The purpose of the
loan is a more important consideration, for it determines
the ability to repay. Furthermore, the banks were reluctant
to go to court in the case of a default on loans. This is
actually an expensive process and also is not in line with
the public relations programme of the banks. In such a
case, the banks had to spend much effort to press for
repayment. Purpose should therefore be given a higher
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priority. Security should be taken merely as a form of
insurance in case the plans for repayment in the course
of the business go astray.
These conservative attitudes in de-emphasizing
long-term loans and purpose of a loan as a selection
criterion were in the past caused by the unstable political
climate surrounding the colony which resulted in a
relatively short payback period desired in almost all
industrial and commercial undertakings. However, as a
consequence of the normalization of relations with the
People's Republic of China since 1972 and of the increased
rate of competition since 1969, the banks, especially the
smaller ones which had lagged behind previously, has begun
to adopt a more progressive lending policy.
On the administrative side, most of the smaller
banks should create a credit department. This is because
credit rating receives a high priority among the selection
criteria and the expectation of an increasing trend in bank
loan is good. Credit records of both the branches and head
office could be kept in the department. The functions of
collecting information, analysing it, making recommendations
based upon the information collected and the retention of
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information for future use could be carried out by this
department. This would relieve the loan officers from much
heavy pressure of work. The credit department could also
be a training ground for future loan officers. It is here
that skills so necessary for good lending are acquired.
The larger banks, local or foreign, were found to
be following sound lending policies and were backed by
efficient administration. Market penetration seemed to_
be their major task. Intensive public relations programmes
and package deals were among the most powerful tools in
competition rather than using interest rates. Banks are
rated for their agressiveness by the loan to deposit ratio.
Yet, costs of servicing loans are higher if they are to be
safe. But these banks were able to strike a good compromise.
A few major banks reported that they set stringent
guidelines for the mortgage of shares as a move towards
social responsibility. These guidelines were found to be
well within the limits set by the Securities Commission a
few months later. These banks could be regarded as industrial
leaders, shouldering the responsibility for a healthy economy.
On the other hand, when the credit control needed loosening,
they were prudent in that no snap decisions were made in
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making loans, and that the terms would not be a little more
lenient.
Most banks review their loan policies periodically
to keep them up to date. A co-operative effort to be
suggested for the whole banking profession is that a
classification of business loans by purpose needs be compiled
more thoroughly to aid in the analysis of economic developments
and in the formation of credit policies. Conceivably, it
would also be of direct use to individual bank managements.
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用
各
方
面
壓
力
，
以
求
庭
處
解
決
。
筆
者
認
為
以
上
兩
種
現
象
，
係
由
於
前
此
大
部
份
工
商
界
人
士
認
為
香
港
政
治
前
景
難
測
，
因
而
希
望
投
資
能
在
短
期
內
收
回
所
造
成
，
惟
自
去
年
起
，
世
界
各
國
與
中
華
人
民
共
和
國
間
之
關
係
日
趨
正
常
化
，
同
時
多
年
來
各
行
業
間
之
競
爭
日
益
加
强
，
銀
6㈣
借
款
之
用
途
。
㈤
貸
款
之
擬
還
條
件
。
第
五
章
討
論
客
戶
資
產
負
債
表
之
分
析
，
由
此
窺
見
客
戶
之
資
力
及
其
還
款
能
力
，
從
而
協
助
策
畧
之
擬
定
。
在
最
後
一
章
結
論
中
，
筆
者
指
出
香
港
小
型
銀
行
所
看
重
者
為
短
期
週
轉
性
貸
款
，
惟
工
商
業
之
需
求
日
益
增
加
，
香
港
經
濟
基
礎
亦
日
趨
鞏
固
，
銀
行
實
須
使
其
貸
款
對
象
多
樣
化
，
以
達
成
更
完
整
的
策
畧
。
故
筆
者
認
為
小
型
銀
行
應
向
中
型
以
上
之
銀
行
看
齊
，
以
增
加
珓
長
期
之
貸
款
。
小
型
銀
行
所
貸
出
之
短
期
但
具
有
可
延
期
或
可
更
新
性
之
貸
款
，
可
以
有
計
劃
地
轉
变
為
長
期
貸
5貨
款
手
續
及
例
常
檢
查
為
第
四
章
之
主
題
。
貸
款
條
件
之
主
要
部
份
通
常
均
在
雙
方
會
談
中
商
妥
，
然
後
視
借
款
看
之
信
譽
及
所
按
揭
之
產
業
，
則
銀
行
最
高
當
局
加
以
批
准
。
例
常
檢
查
包
括
與
客
戶
維
持
經
常
接
觸
，
於
客
戶
往
來
高
號
或
同
業
處
探
詢
其
營
業
情
況
，
以
及
及
時
重
佑
按
揭
物
業
之
市
價
。
客
戶
之
選
擇
，
可
根
據
下
述
五
點
決
定
可
否
貸
款
及
是
否
予
以
優
先
考
慮
。
㈠
客
戶
與
銀
行
之
往
來
記
錄
。
㈡
客
戶
之
信
譽
。
㈢
客
戶
所
擁
有
可
作
按
揭
之
物
業
。
4貸
款
策
畧
之
擬
定
應
根
據
下
述
考
慮
：
㈠
貸
款
在
各
工
商
行
業
間
之
分
配
，
㈡
各
種
貸
款
之
攤
還
期
限
，
㈢
如
何
追
討
爛
賬
，
㈣
各
種
貸
款
須
以
何
種
物
業
作
為
按
揭
。
不
同
形
式
按
揭
所
得
之
貸
款
額
及
利
息
，
皆
有
所
不
同
。
利
息
之
高
低
決
定
於
貸
款
之
風
險
程
度
，
申
請
手
續
之
繁
簡
，
與
銀
行
之
過
去
關
係
，
同
業
競
爭
情
況
，
及
攤
還
期
限
，
銀
行
總
行
及
各
分
行
之
各
級
主
任
，
皆
有
其
貸
款
之
最
高
限
額
，
國
際
性
銀
行
之
香
港
分
行
亦
有
其
限
額
。
3定
策
畧
之
四
個
主
要
因
素
為
：
㈠
存
款
之
流
動
性
，
㈡
銀
行
所
要
求
之
利
潤
率
，
㈢
一
般
經
濟
情
況
，
及
㈣
金
融
機
構
彼
此
之
間
競
爭
程
度
。
存
款
之
流
動
性
為
香
港
銀
行
家
最
為
擔
憂
之
問
題
。
自
去
年
十
月
以
迄
今
年
三
月
，
由
於
購
買
股
票
及
認
購
新
股
之
狂
熱
，
常
使
銀
行
各
種
存
款
轉
向
飄
忽
，
因
而
銀
行
間
之
折
息
高
至
七
厘
以
上
。
至
於
利
潤
率
，
一
般
經
濟
及
競
爭
情
況
，
則
一
般
銀
行
認
為
滿
意
。
2首
要
考
慮
。
本
文
第
二
章
即
為
在
此
方
面
調
查
之
結
果
。
銀
行
法
對
於
貸
款
予
銀
行
本
身
各
級
人
員
及
銀
行
外
之
個
人
或
工
商
機
構
，
均
有
種
種
限
制
。
在
規
定
期
間
內
，
銀
行
須
呈
送
資
產
負
債
表
及
有
關
各
種
貸
款
之
分
析
表
。
銀
行
並
須
隨
時
保
持
一
定
之
流
動
資
金
，
以
應
付
存
款
者
之
提
款
。
如
有
違
反
此
等
規
定
，
銀
行
局
長
有
權
干
涉
該
銀
行
之
行
動
。
銀
行
貸
款
大
畧
可
分
為
定
期
償
還
，
分
期
償
還
，
及
透
支
三
類
。
其
中
有
以
物
業
按
揭
者
，
有
無
需
按
揭
者
。
惟
大
部
份
貸
款
均
屬
有
按
揭
者
。
第
三
章
討
論
銀
行
貸
款
政
策
之
擬
定
及
處
理
。
筆
者
指
出
決
1香
港
商
業
銀
行
貸
款
功
能
之
分
析
本
文
旨
在
分
析
及
敘
述
香
港
商
業
銀
行
貸
款
之
功
能
。
筆
者
首
先
涮
覽
有
關
香
港
政
府
所
訂
之
銀
行
法
令
及
英
聯
邦
銀
行
系
統
之
書
籍
，
作
為
稍
後
實
地
調
查
之
準
備
。
在
實
地
調
查
中
，
筆
者
曾
訪
問
數
家
銀
行
之
主
任
級
及
以
上
之
人
士
，
並
徵
求
彼
等
對
貸
款
決
策
及
實
行
方
面
之
種
種
意
見
。
商
業
銀
行
貸
出
超
過
其
資
金
數
倍
之
款
額
。
除
了
要
應
付
任
何
時
候
某
部
份
存
款
者
之
提
款
，
銀
行
還
得
面
對
各
種
商
業
上
的
風
險
，
為
了
要
保
持
商
業
信
譽
以
及
一
定
程
度
之
獲
利
，
以
及
達
到
其
他
的
目
的
，
政
府
頒
行
銀
行
法
案
，
以
保
障
存
款
者
利
益
為


